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FARADAY ROTATION MEASURES…

THEN (Oren & Wolfe 1995)—499 sources 



and NOW (Taylor, Stil, Sumsrum 2009): ‘best guess’ 
RMs for 37,543 NVSS sources. That’s more than one per 
square degree! The angular resolution is comparable to 
the WHAM (Hα) and LAB 21-cm line HI) surveys!



We’ll compare the RM, 
HI, and Hα maps. 
We’ll look at different 
velocity ranges so that 
we can isolate 
individual structures 
along the line of sight. 
We’ll do detailed 
comparisons by 
‘flashing’.
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What we saw in the first two:

--RM structures lie near morphologically 
similar HI and Hα structures. 

--HOWEVER, the RM structures seem 
OFFSET IN POSITION: they don’t lie on top of 
either the HI or Hα.

--Many HI and Hα structures are 
morphologically similar, but are also OFFSET IN 
POSITION.

WHAT’S GOING ON?



The Story has several 
aspects. An important 

one is:
The Warm Partially 

Ionized Medium



Current View: The Four Phases…and the 

HIM:
T ~ 2 x 106 K
xe = 1; Collisional

WIM:
T ~ 0.8 x 104 K
xe = 1; Stellar UV

WNM:
T ~ 0.5 x 104 K
xe ~ 10-2; Cosmic Rays

CNM:
T ~ 50 K
xe ~ 10-4; Carbon+

{

WPIM:
T ~ 0.5 x 104 K
xe ~ 0.1 – 0.9; 
Soft XR (from HIM),
Stellar UV

FIFTH



The WIM is starlight photoionized, xe~1.0,  like HII 
regions. Starlight comes from the Orion association; the 
photons travel unimpeded through the HIM in the 
superbubble interior. High Emission Measure              
(EM =[ne Ne]), hence high H-alpha (WHAM) visibility.

Traveling outwards, the starlight photons get used up 
producing the WIM. Then the X-Ray photons from the 
interior HIM take over, producing The WPIM with 
smaller ionization fraction, probably xe~0.5 +/- 0.45. 
When they’re used up, we have the CNM.

The ``Local Interstellar Clouds’’ (LIC – Redfield & 
Linsky) are WPIM, with xe~0.5.

 



(M/O 1977) IONIZATION AGENT:

Collisional

Cosmic Rays, Soft X-rays

Soft X-rays, Cosmic Rays

Cosmic Rays, C+

e

e

e

e

PARTIALLY ionized!



Let’s zoom in on the 
Radio Loop 3 vicinity…
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         RMs                         H+
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Let’s do some numbers…

RM = 0.81 n(e) B|| L  rad m-2    
EM = n(e) N(e) L  cm-6 pc

so [RM/EM] = 0.81 [B|| / n(e)] .

We see ΔRM ~ 100 rad m-2           
          ΔEM ~ 2.0 cm-6 pc

We can combine these and make a 
model:



78 pc

117 pc

88 pcNCP

Assumed Distance= 200 pc
n(e) = 0.10 cm-3
2n(e)T=1650 cm-3K
B=7.6 µG
P=16400 cm-3K

z=116 pc

n(e) ~ (1/Assumed Dist)
B ~ (1/Assumed Dist)



Before going ahead, let’s consider a puzzle:

EM ~ ∫ n(e) n(e) dl = N(e) n(e)
RM ~ ∫ n(e) B|| dl = N(e) B||

With flux freezing, and perpendicular shocks, we have

B ~ n(e) 

(and, with parallel shocks, B is independent of n(e)). So, for a 
given column N(e), as n(e) increases we should have

Δ(RM) ~ Δ(EM)   for perpendicular shocks, or
Δ(RM) ~ 0 for parallel shocks

So how can Δ(RM) ever be bigger than Δ(EM)?



The Answer must lie in: 

EM ~ ∫ n(e) n(e) dl = N(e) n(e)
RM ~ ∫ n(e) B|| dl = N(e) B||

i.e., in the DIRECTION of B||, Nothing illustrates this better 
than the 

Orion/Eridanus Superbubble.
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The “bottom part” of 
the superbubble. Top 
panel is WIM (Halpha); 
Bottom Panel is 
WNM/CNM (21-cm).
NOTE THE THREE 
RECTANGLES!

Inside (IN)

(EDGE)

Outside (OUT)



Let’s do some numbers…

We see Δ(RM) ~ 60 rad m-2               
     Δ(EM)20 ~ 1.4; (B||/ne~1.7 µG-
cm3)

If PWIM~4000 cm-3 K, then ne~0.25 
cm-3 and

             L~740 pc, B||~0.4 µG

¡¡TOTALLY UNREASONABLE!!



Much more reasonable:

B|| = 10 µG (same as from HI Zeeman 
splitting in the vicinity)

ne ~5.9 cm -3

L~30 pc

PWIM~94000 cm-3-K

Btot = 20 µG, Pmag= 100000 cm-3-K

P seems large, but it is comparable to hot 
gas pressure inside the bubble.



EM Histograms RM Histograms

(IN)

(EDGE)

(OUT)



Consider a 
superbubble that 
has swept up the 
internal field into 
its shell.
The upper panel 
shows a field line.
The lower panel 
shows the Faraday 
Rotation Measure 
RM of this swept-
up field.

The observer looks 
UP from BELOW.



Now for a 
corrugated field line. 
The upper panel 
shows the corrugated 
field line.
The lower panel 
shows its RM.

Again, the observer 
looks UP from 
BELOW.



From Draine & 
McKee 1993, 
ARA&A Review

Is the corrugation from the Wardle instability?



EM Structure F’cn RM Structure F’cn

(IN)

(EDGE)

(OUT)



For Kolmogoroff turbulence, the structure functions would 
have a logarithmic slope of 5/3. For 2-d turbulence, the slope 
would be 2/3 (Minter & Spangler 1998).

But the slopes are essentially FLAT. 

This means that the fluctuation scale—the outer scale for 
turbulence—is SMALLER THAN OUR EFFECTIVE 
RESOLUTION, which is  about 0.6 degrees, or a few parsec. 

THE FLUCTUATION SCALE 
IS LESS THAN A FEW PC.



We see that Superbubble walls are interesting:

-They sometimes are magnetically dominated 
(probably usually!)

-They should have WPIM (if there is HIM nearby, like 
inside the very same superbubble)

-They sometimes have huge RMs
-They sometimes have corrugated field lines
-The scale length of the corrugations is surprisingly (to 

me) small

Let’s turn to a larger philosophical 
issue:

Current Summary:



People fit off-plane RMs to derive the global 
magnetic field configuration in the ‘Galactic Halo’:

--Vertical ‘Halo’ field near Sun: Taylor et al. and 
Mao et al. agree for SGP (RM=  [-6.7 +/- 0.5] 
rad/m2), disagree for NGP ([3.1 +/- 0.5] vs [0.0 +/- 
0.5] rad/m2).

--Horizontal ‘Halo’ field near Sun: Taylor et al. 
find -0.4 µG at b= +45, +0.8 µG at b= -45, towards 
l~280.  NOTE: they find a REVERSAL above/below 
b=0! 

This reversal agrees with Han et al.  A picture:



The Galactic Halo according to Han (2009). 
Antisymmetric RMs: the signs reverse across the b=0 
line and across the l=0 line. This leads to the global 
field configuration on the right hand side, which is 
consistent with an A0 dynamo. 



These ‘halo field models’ use high-latitude RMs, 
so they rely on the field within ~1 kpc reliably 
tracing the Galactic-wide halo field. The huge 
RM fluctuations at high latitudes produced by 
identifiable, individual ISM structures produce 
`cosmic variance’ and I suspect this is serious.

Our high-latitude RM data sample about 1/64 of 
the Galactic plane’s area. Do you believe it’s 
reliable to extrapolate this tiny area to the whole 
Galaxy? 
What would we measure if we moved 1 kpc 
away from our present position? 



We see that Superbubble walls are interesting:

-They sometimes are magnetically dominated 
(probably usually!)

-They should have WPIM (if there is HIM nearby, like 
inside the very same superbubble)

-They sometimes have huge RMs
-They sometimes have corrugated field lines
-The scale length of the corrugations is surprisingly (to 

me) small

and…
The high-latitude sky’s RMs are dominated by 

individual structures. In my opinion, we should be 
cautious about using high-latitude RMs to make 
statements about the Global Galactic Field.

SUMMARY



Fin



We (or at least I; how about you?) believe that high-latitude 
RMs are dominated by INDIVIDUAL STRUCTURES—
contrary to conventional viewpoint that they trace the 
GLOBAL GALACTIC FIELD. 



People fit RMs to Galactic global field models. 
In the Galactic plane: 

Han et al., van Eps et al., Haverkorn et al. find 
that field lines follow spiral arms with pitch 
angle decreasing with Galactocentric radius, 
with reversals. Details differ.

Some pictures:



The Galaxy 
according to 
Han (2009). 
Arm/interarm 
reversals of 
field lines that 
follow spiral 
arms.



Field Strength Field Morphology

The Galaxy according to Van Eck et al. 
(2011): One spiral-shaped reversal, only 
inside the Solar circle.



The in-plane models are getting 
really good at matching the RM 
data! The data sample large swaths 
of the Galactic plane. Even though 
current studies differ on the details, I 
believe that IN PRINCIPLE the 
approach is valid and, with lots more 
data, will reveal the truth.



Fin



Fin



The original four phases, as defined by 
McKee & Ostriker, are not the four we 
think of today.

Today it’s:

  *The essentially FULLY NEUTRAL 
CNM and WNM

  *The essentially FULLY IONIZED 
WIM and HIM
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